SCANGB UPDATE
Local Plan Stage 3 Green Belt Study -What It Means To Northaw & Cuffley
Dear Supporters,
Well its been many months since we last contacted you about developments with the Local Plan so I’m sure you were
wondering what is going on – so were we. In the last week or so there has been a lot of information published from
Welwyn and Hatfield about the work they have been doing and some of the next steps so this report is intended to
bring you up to speed where we are today.
In short, as part of the Local Plan Process, the Planning Inspector with WHBC have concluded an assessment of all
potential land within the borough that could or should be considered for development. For Cuffley (not so much
Northaw) this has bought in to play virtually ALL the land surrounding the village. These are not proposals or even
decisions but purely an assessment of what could be candidates for developments. The Parish Council are on the case
and are preparing a response but we all felt it was important to give all residents the opportunity to understand the
detail or just be aware of the headlines and how they may be affected.
If you want to know more then the following is a summary of where we are today and how these assessments may
affect us but at this stage, it’s a starting point for site identification and is by no means binding or final.

What has changed in the last year or so?
Housing Target
When the WHBC Local Plan was first published, it had, at the core of its objectives, to build some 12,000 dwellings
over a 20-year period (from 2013 to 2033). We always thought that this target was very much on the high side, as it
was skewed very much by the development of the British Aerospace site and expansion of the University, so it was
with some encouragement when we heard that the government was introducing a standard approach to calculating
population (and thus housing) target. Sadly, this enthusiasm was short lived as the target has risen and it is this revised
number that the latest version of the Local Plan is looking to accommodate.
Exactly what this new target is depends on who you speak to
WHBC claim it should be circa 16,000 based on their local knowledge, and input from various planning consultancies
and experts.
The Planning Inspector who is appointed by the government to oversee this process has a different view and has
requested Stage 3 assessments to be based on targets of 20,000.
So the new approach to standardising housing targets is working well then.

Government legislation
The whole planning process is governed by the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which is intended to give
guidance to local councils on, amongst other planning issues, what and how they utilise the Green Belt. It is, amongst
other things, intended to provide the mechanism of protecting the Green Belt from over development or urban
sprawl whilst increasing housing development to meet government targets. Pretty much an impossible task so its
perhaps not surprising that in its current form can be interpreted in a number of different ways. In an effort to
manage these conflicting objectives (protecting the Green Belt whilst allocating land for development) the government
has done what governments do best – pass the responsibility to the local council, or so they claim.
Rather than bring clarity to the whole conundrum of Green Belt protection, we believe its just made things vaguer and
passing decision making to local Borough Councils seems more random than ever.

Allocating sites for developments
Another change is the approach to identifying the necessary land needed to meet the housing need (12,000, 16,000
or 20,000). Historically this was done, pretty much, in two ways.
a) Share the target across the borough in proportion to current settlement numbers regardless of the local
infrastructure – basically giving every area a similar proportion of the target.
b) Canvass local landowners to accumulate enough land in the designated areas for the desired number of houses – if
there was more land available than the local target then the council would choose the most appropriate sites.
This approach whilst aiming to be fair by ‘sharing the pain’ was flawed in a number of ways and failed to meet the
20,000 target so the Planning Inspector stepped in to ask the council to commission an independent report on all
Green Belt land in the Borough – regardless of whether a landowner has offered it for development or if it is in excess
of a local apportionment.

The Local Plan hasn’t quite gone back to square 1 but the process of site determination
has had a major review.
So as it stands today we have two targets, one from WHBC and one from the Planning inspector. As we understand it
the intention is to find enough land to accommodate the 20,000 target that will be used until 2033. If the 16,000
WHBC target proves over the next 15 years or so to be more realistic then the land that was surplus to the 20,000
target will likely form part of the land bank for post 2033 development.

So what does this mean to Cuffley and Northaw?
The first thing to understand is that the one thing the NPPF is quite clear on is that parcels of Green Belt land that are
remote from an existing settlement should not be used for development. This is to avoid building a housing estate on a
large field that is not attached to an existing boundary of a town or village. Therefore, the vast majority of all land that
is being considered to support the 16,000 homes is either.
1) Brownfield land or business premises converted to residential. The issue of how this is managed is a careful balance
between employment locations and housing. Certainly there are plenty of candidates for conversion but how far in
favour of one or the other will the council be prepared to go?
2) Green Belt land that adjoins an existing settlement. What the review has undertaken in Cuffley is an ‘impact’ review
of all Green Belt in Cuffley that borders the village. Realistically, this is the only land that stands much chance of
being included for development – it could be a large swathe of land or it could be small but the principle is it has to
be ‘connected’ and wherever possible create a natural boundary.
The ‘impact assessment’ has tried to provide an objective view on the ‘value’ that each parcel of land that surrounds
Cuffley brings to the Green Belt. So, rather than target developments that have been driven by the willingness of
developers, this new approach is intended to put all the potential parcels of land ‘on the table’ and then decide which
ones are best suited for development.
This approach could be a blessing or a curse to residents of Cuffley depending on the relative ‘quality’ of Green Belt
land throughout the borough but it does go some way towards addressing our early concern that housing targets
were being apportioned purely on a pro rata basis not on a ‘best fit’ basis.

What’s the outcome of this Green Belt Assessment?
Every parcel of land in the following table was assessed on several different criteria to determine its impact on the
Green Belt if it were to be developed. This criteria included how ‘open’ the site is (this is an important definition
according to the NPPF), how it safeguards countryside from encroachment, preserving special character and so on.
Preserving boundaries to the Green Belt is also important, making sure they are clearly defined (ideally this could be a
road, stream, railway line) and defensible (to make it more difficult to ‘creep’ in to Green Belt spaces). A full list of
these can be found on the Council’s web site (see below). It resulted in an overall score that categorised each parcel
as low impact, low to medium, medium, medium to high, high and very high. Obviously the lower the category the
more likely it is to be a candidate to develop.

More details of these assessments can be found on the borough council’s website using the following link and
searching for pages 370 to 412. Please be aware - the document is huge and may take quite some time to download.
www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=13870&p=0

There are 10 parcels of land that have been assessed that directly affect Northaw and Cuffley
WHBC Ref No Location

Green Belt assessment

P82

Wood Green Timber, Chase Storer Recycling, Old Owens Sports
Ground. Adjoining to Potters Bar

Moderate to High

P83

Land between Hook Wood & the M25. Adjoining to Potters Bar

Moderate to High

P84

Land around Northaw Village up to The Ridgeway and inc Stud Farm &
Park Farm

High

P85

Northaw Village

Moderate to Low

P86

Land behind The Ridgeway, Nyn Farm and Thornton’s Farm

High

P86a

Partial use of site P86 (Ridgeway and Carbone Hill)

Moderate to High

P87

Land to the North of Northaw Road East (formerly The Metropolis site)
plus land connecting to the East Ridgeway

High

P88

Land to the south of Northaw Road East (KGV playing fields and Cuffley Moderate to High
School) up to and beyond the railway line

P88a – P88e

Partial release of pockets of land within P88 – ranging from Cuffley
School (low) to land to the west of the railway line (Moderate to High)

P89

Land to the north of The Meadway

Moderate to High

P89a

Part release - Land to the north of The Meadway

Moderate

P90

Tolmers Activity Centre (scout camp) including Peters Wood

Moderate

P91

Tolmers Wood (to the south of Newgate Street)

High

What about Northaw?
In the early versions of the Local Plan, Northaw remained excluded or ‘washed over by Green Belt’ meaning that it
had a significant amount of protection and it was (and still is) difficult to introduce any development even inside the
village boundary as these were subject to stringent rules. In the new ‘assessment’ things have changed and Northaw
has been reviewed in an effort to find suitable land. Basically, development constraints (including small house
extensions) inside the village boundary may be relaxed to bring Northaw in line with Cuffley. However, the
surrounding area that sits outside the village boundary has been classified as high Green Belt impact and thus
seemingly well protected.
If approved, it’s really difficult to know what long term impact this may have on Northaw village, i.e. retaining Green
Belt constraints outside the village boundary but removing the “washed over” Green Belt status of the existing village.
However, this could be the thin end of the wedge and if Northaw is treated the same as Cuffley there is nothing to
say there won’t be the same clamour to extend Northaw in to the surrounding Green Belt in exactly the same way as
Cuffley.
The problem is that the future landscape of our villages are dependant on so many factors there is no one that can
give a definitive answer to the question ‘What will happen in the next 15 years?’ There are so may if ’s, but’s and
maybe’s that large chunks of the plan is still speculative. The concern is that if WHBC and the Inspector cannot agree
on the objective of the Local Plan (housing target) then it doesn’t bode well to get agreement on how this target will
be achieved.

So, what is the significance of these assessments?
They are important as they provide a priority of which land areas should be considered for development, but they are
NOT, in any way, final. The first consideration would be if the landowner is willing to sell – for example Peters Wood is
defined as medium and thus a contender for consideration but given its owned by the Parish Council its hardly likely it
will be offered for development. There are also a number of other considerations that will come in to play before any
land is considered for inclusion in the Local Plan – this includes environmental, traffic, sustainability aspects that could
well exclude low, or low to medium sites. But the reality is that it will put more pressure on including land within the
moderate or moderate to high category.

What happens next?
The Inspector has asked for comments relating to the methodology and approach that has been used to asses all
these sites within the borough – its not about the conclusions that have been reached but just about the way it has
been done and the criteria used. This requires a significant amount of technical knowledge on these matters and the
Parish Council have commissioned a Planning Consultant to provide such comments. These need to be completed in
the next 2 weeks.
Once these observations have been submitted to WHBC it may result in some adjustments of the current
assessments or they may stay the same, either way, residents will then have the opportunity to challenge the actual
assessment themselves on a site by site basis – this is likely to happen toward the end of the year.

What is the opinion of the Parish Council and SCANGB?
Its very difficult to draw a conclusion from this report because it is not making any decisions or proposals, its merely
an assessment of what we have today. The good news is that it applies to the whole borough which makes it fair but
that bad news is that we could end up with much more development than was originally proposed because our
surrounding land is deemed less ‘open’ than in other parts of the borough.
And herein lies the problem with this process. We are not dealing with binary decisions on where to develop, it is by
its very nature, a very subjective decision which doesn’t deal with black and white but different shades of grey. All we
can do is help inform this decision through local opinion and evidence
Likewise, we really don’t know how many of these assessed sites will in fact come in to play. Since the last Local Plan
satisfied the need to accommodate 12,000 homes, other sites have since been put forward and these may well go a
long way to filling the gap for an additional 4,000 to 8,000.
It’s difficult to anticipate how this will be managed by WHBC insofar as there appears to be sufficient land to support
development for several years so there isn’t any immediate pressure to conclude this process, but their approach
should become clearer in the coming weeks and months
If you would like to see the Full Stage 3 documentation - it is available on the borough council’s website via this link:
www.welhat.gov.uk/article/6938/Examination-Documents
Go to the bottom of page and download EX88A, EX88B, EX88C EX88D
The Parish Council are leading on this. SCANGB together with the Residents Association are helping with
communication to the community. Between us we will keep you posted in the coming weeks on progress.
With thanks
SCANGB

Recently we have noticed a significant amount of bounce back emails. If you previously signed up for
SCANGB emails but haven’t received the above Local Plan Stage 3 explanation - please check your
spam folder. Please also add info@scangb.co.uk & scangreenbelt@gmail.com to your address book
(also know as a white list). If you still experience issues email: mike@scangb.co.uk

IT’S NOT TOO LATE TO SIGN UP AND RECEIVE OUR FREE EMAIL UPDATES
JUST DROP US A NOTE AT - INFO@SCANGB.CO.UK

